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Abstract 

GITEE Concept 

The Global ITE eCommunity Exchange (GITEE) explores the concept of student chapter partnerships – 

pairing student chapters in non-Global Districts with those in the Global District (primarily outside U.S. 

and Canada).  The pool of transportation professional students worldwide is large, but ITE membership in 

many places across the world is very low, and the respective student chapters in these areas do not have 

the same opportunities as those in non-Global Districts (U.S. and Canadian Districts).  We are proposing a 

“sister cities”-like formal partnership between Global and non-Global student chapters.  
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1 Executive Summary 

There is a tremendous opportunity for ITE to grow its membership internationally.  Current membership 

is highly skewed to North America.  By not growing internationally, ITE loses the opportunity to provide 

more value to its members and grow its influence among transportation professionals – ultimately, 

seeming like a less attractive organization.   

Our LeadershipITE team has developed a well-defined strategy for ITE to grow globally. This strategy will 

focus on the most effective ways to not only grow membership overall but increase the engagement of 

existing and new members.  Our concept, Sister Chapters, is a proposal to create organized, formal 

partnerships between university student chapters in ITE’s Global District with those in the non-Global 

District (U.S. and Canadian Districts).  The concept of Sister Chapters has been proven in other technical 

organizations, is supported by the expressed interests of current ITE members and has enthused 

championship among leaders in ITE.   

This report outlines the need for Sister Chapters, the justification for the tactics to employ in Sister 

Chapters, and a specific implementation strategy to scale the concept to ITE corporately.  By adopting the 

recommendations herein, ITE will increase the value of membership, attract new members, and enhance 

ITE’s reputation in the worldwide transportation community.   

 

U.S. & Canadian Districts 

(non-Global) 

Global Districts 
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2 Introduction 

The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) is a global organization without a good global balance of 

membership.  The vast majority of ITE members reside in North America, specifically the U.S. and Canada. 

There are significant, but much smaller membership cohorts in Southeast Asia, Australia and New Zealand.  

For all other parts of the world, membership, by comparison, is nearly non-existent. Figure 1 illustrates 

ITE’s 2022 overall membership for global and nonglobal membership comparison.  Without geographically 

equitable membership, our organization loses on multiple opportunities, such as: 

• Current members unable to obtain valuable perspectives from international transportation peers 

• ITE’s products and services being limited in value by not tailoring to global applications 

• ITE’s growth possibly stunted, missing opportunities to deliver greater value to its members with 

the resources from higher membership levels 

• ITE appearing to be a less appealing organization of choice for transportation professionals as 

other organizations realize the potential for global engagement 

Our project, Global ITE Expansion (GITEE), seeks to address these needs by outlining a plan for ITE’s growth 

across the world. This aligns with the 2021-2023 ITE Strategic Plan’s Mission Statement: “To provide the 

global community of transportation professionals with the knowledge, practices, skills, and 

connections…” and strategies under Goal 2 of Membership and Goal 5 of Institutional Sustainability, which 

is to have an expanding global presence. The 2021-2023 ITE Strategic Plan is included in Appendix A.   

The recommended plan for GITEE is centered around ITE’s support of university student chapters.  Our 

team has collected quantitative and qualitative information that shows one of the best ways to grow 

overall membership is to focus on student membership. Similarly, the gap in membership in many parts 

of the world – the Global Section specifically – is reflected in a relatively small number of student chapters 

in these areas. 

We are proposing the formation of Sister Chapters for student members.  These Sister Chapters are 

envisioned to be formal, organized partnerships between two university student chapters – one from the 

Global District, and one from the non-Global District (U.S and Canadian Districts).  These partnerships 

would focus on the exchange of knowledge among its respective students, with the goal to grow the 

number, membership, and engagement levels of student chapters in the Global District. 

A Sister Chapter model has been successfully implemented in other technical professional organizations 

and would be perfectly suited to help ITE’s growth of student chapters across the world.  Fostering Sister 

Chapters would require both tangible and intangible investments on the part of ITE, that we have outlined 

in this report.  The return on these investments would far outweigh the costs.  By implementing the GITEE 

initiative of Sister Chapters, ITE will: 

• Provide greater value to its current members 

• Attract new members, and thus procure greater resources 

• Expand ITE’s global influence to improve transportation for all users 
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3 Observations and Findings 

To assess the current need, our team developed a survey for student members to better understand their 

key interests.  We supplemented it by gathering information from the ITE’s website, the 2021-2022 ITE 

Strategic Plan, and discussing with our ITE project mentors.  This section summarizes our key observations 

and findings.  

Aspect 1: To fulfill ITE’s mission, it must expand globally 

The idea of a society of transportation professionals was conceived in fall 1930 when a group of traffic 

engineers, with a desire to solve the day’s traffic woes with engineering solutions, drafted a constitution 

and by-laws for a transportation professional organization.  This organization has evolved to the ITE we 

know today - a global community with over 21,000 transportation professionals including transportation 

engineers, transportation planners, consultants, and educators.  

Based on the ITE online membership directory registry, there were 21,413 ITE members globally as of 

January 2022. Exhibit 1 illustrates the number of members by country. 

Exhibit 1: ITE Overall Membership by Country 

 

*Based on ITE Online Membership Directory Data as of January 2022. 

Numbers shown on the map are for countries with 20 or more members only. 

U.S (81 percent) and Canada (12 percent) alone account for 93 percent of the overall ITE membership, but 

membership exists throughout the world. Approximately two percent of members have no location 

information assigned to their online profile. The remaining five percent includes members from Australia 

and New Zealand (two percent combined), India (one percent), Pakistan (one percent), and rest one 
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percent from other countries. Amongst these other countries, there is relatively strong presence from 

Philippines, South Africa, Saudi Arabia, China, United Arab Emirates, Hong Kong, Jordan, and Israel. 

It is immediately apparent that ITE has attractiveness to transportation professionals globally, but there 

are great opportunities to expand. Our GITEE concept is to help fulfill ITE’s Mission Statement: 

“To provide the global community of transportation professionals with the knowledge, practices, skills, 

and connections to serve the needs of their communities and help shape the future of the profession and 

transportation in the societal context.” 

The concept also aligns with: 

Membership Goal 2: To have a clearly defined recruitment and retention strategy for the Global District 

• Support the existing international Student Chapters 

• Identify opportunities to expand global Student Chapter success into a professional presence 

Institutional Sustainability Goal 5: To have an expanding global presence 

• Create a Global District Board of Directors and Committee structure. 

• Develop technical programs and products that are relevant to the needs of the Local District 

membership and enhance the global interest in the ITE Council structure. 

• Encourage, develop, and maintain relationships with global professional transportation societies 

having objectives and missions aligned with ITE 

ITE recognizes the need to support student chapters.  In direct support of ITE’s mission and its strategic 

plan, our specific project goal is: Expand global connections between student chapters in US/Canada and 

those overseas through professional development, fellowship, and networking with other 

transportation students/professionals while increasing ITE’s membership and influence globally.  

Aspect 2: Student chapter membership is the gateway to longer-term involvement 

One of the most effective ways to ensure long-lasting professional ITE membership is by creating strong 

relationships among its members and partner organizations.  As part of LeadershipITE, our team members 

discussed ways we personally felt connected to the organization, and where our interest in ITE first 

started.  A common theme was our exposure to the ITE network during college/university or immediately 

after graduating.  We wanted to know more about how to engage university students with ITE, and what 

would maintain their interest through their careers.   

Our team developed a survey (“GITEE Survey”) for student members to better understand their key 

interests, how their student chapter operates (if applicable), and what opportunities ITE could provide 

that would be most useful to them.  We issued two very similar surveys – one for student members in the 

Global District, and another for student members in U.S. and Canada (“non-global”).  Exhibit 2 illustrates 

the number of student chapters for the global and each non-global district.   
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Exhibit 2: Student Chapters by ITE District (2022) 

 
Source: https://www.ite.org/about-ite/student-chapters/ as of July 2022. 

Overall, the GITEE survey results show the desire of student chapters to connect and utilize the services 

ITE provides.  Survey responses (by question) are summarized in Appendix B. Responses were received 

from 44 non-Global (US/Canada) student members and nine (9) global student members. Exhibit 3 

summarizes the responses to one of the questions in the survey that asked student members about the 

ITE events, products, and services that were most valuable to them.  

Exhibit 3: GITEE Survey Responses - Value of ITE Student Membership 
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Access to professional learning resources
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Out of 45 respondents from non-global student members, 39 (87 percent) indicated that the most value 

they realize with their memberships is associated with special events (such as social events, lectures, and 

lunch-and-learns), while 38 (84 percent) also noted the value of having access to the transportation 

professional network and connecting with others. 

Networking received unanimous support from Global student members, where all 9 respondents (100 

percent) indicated that the most value they get is related to access to the transportation professional 

network. Closely behind, with 8 (89 percent) respondents, is access to professional learning courses and 

the eCommunity social network. 

These responses showed that nearly all student members agree that networking opportunities are a 

fundamental value of ITE membership. GITEE interviewed the current University of British Columbia ITE 

Student Chapter President, Benjamin Corbett, about the Sister Chapters opportunity. Mr. Corbett 

indicated that ITE's biggest opportunity to encourage networking opportunities among student chapters 

globally is to leverage its strong existing networks within Canada, U.S., and Australia/New Zealand. Given 

that ITE is the leading professional transportation organization within U.S. and Canada, this could be a 

major selling point for students internationally looking to connect to the industry in the regions where ITE 

has greater presence. 

On a more personal note, some GITEE team members have first-hand experience with the challenges of 

networking internationally. Here is a part of Fede Puscar’s story, as he neared completion of an exemplary 

undergraduate career at the University of Costa Rico: 

“As I got closer to graduation and got my first co-op, I became aware of the limited job market and the 

overall sense of corruption surrounding the transportation industry in my country. I started to feel that, 

perhaps, there would not be a place for me in transportation after all. 

One of my mentors at the time, who had returned from getting his master’s degree in transportation 

engineering in Canada, asked me where I was applying for my post-grad studies. I was speechless as I had 

no answer: I never considered getting a post-grad degree and, even less so, leaving my country. Little by 

little I became more curious about the possibility of studying and living abroad. Once I decided to aim for 

Canada, I realized I had no contacts at the universities that interested me. I had no way of connecting, no 

one to reach out to. I realized that my academic career did not produce a single useful contact in North 

America. Even worse, I felt that my degree from Central America would likely fail to impress a post-grad 

professor at a “fancy” North American university. As an extroverted person, I decided to take things into 

my own hands and started emailing random people on social media that might be active transportation 

students at the universities of my interest. I was lucky enough to reach out to the one person who was able 

to make all the difference, helped me get in touch with a professor, and navigating through the application 

process. Thanks to this person, my application was not just a piece of paper on a desk along with hundreds 

of other applicants, but rather a person who had the opportunity to discuss his goals and career interest 

with the professor. I am now pleased to say that it all worked out in the end, much better than I thought 

it could. When I got accepted, I made a silent commitment to myself that, whenever I was to be approached 
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by a prospective student seeking help, I would do everything I could to help them in the same way someone 

else helped me when I needed it. 

Throughout the entire process, I could not stop myself from thinking that there had to be an easier, better 

way. As a transportation engineering student, I should have had the opportunity to network and develop 

relationships with students across the world, not just within my country.”  

Here is a part of Sowmya Chandrasekhar’s story, on the challenges with her aspirations to pursue a post-

graduate degree in Transportation: 

“Right from my very first transportation class, I have been riveted to this field within Civil Engineering.  

While I saw many classmates jumping on to pursue more lucrative careers in IT or advanced degrees in 

management (MBA) after graduation, I wished to stick to my core field.  However, post-graduate studies 

or a career in Civil Engineering is not easy to get into in India.  For instance, on one hand - the prerequisite 

to pursue master’s in civil engineering (Graduate Aptitude Test - GATE) has less than 18 percent exam 

takers qualifying, while on the other hand, a spot in Indian Railways – fourth largest national railway 

system in the world and India’s largest employer - had me competing against more than 200,000 aspiring 

candidates for 60 vacancies.   

My passion to pursue a career or a post-graduate degree in transportation was much stronger than the 

willingness to leave my home country, which was further driven after hearing success stores from friends 

pursuing their masters in their respective fields (non-Civil) in the U.S. But how do I pick one university out 

of all the options - sitting more than 8,000 miles away?  Back in 2005, when the world was not as well 

connected, there were limited resources to get comprehensive, first-hand information.  Countless hours 

browsing through university pages, searching for faculty members, their areas of expertise and possible 

research work, and U.S. university rankings did help me narrow the search.  However, it was not till I 

connected with some students through Yahoo Groups (yes, dating myself) that I felt confident in my 

choices. A couple of these students had just enrolled into master’s program a semester prior and were able 

to provide much-needed guidance and information that ultimately helped me choose the university at 

which I pursued my post-graduate degree.  Further, they were able to even connect me with existing 

students at the university, which was of immense help when I started my semester. 

Like Fede, I feel fortunate to have stumbled upon some connections – initially absolute strangers but turned 

life-long friends – while making such a big decision to move half-way around the world.  At that time, I had 

leaned on a generic online group to find resources and connections.  But now, I see that void being easily 

filled by ITE – connecting students everywhere, helping them share their knowledge/resources and building 

long-term relationships. 

Aspect 3: Student chapters are the best resource to help other student chapters 

ITE recently began re-chartering student chapters as part of the OneITE initiative, stating on their website, 

“Student chapters are the gateway to ITE membership.” ITE encourages the student chapters to develop 

relationships with other not-for-profit associations for meetings and events. Such activities are also 

recommended in ITE’s new draft model charter for student chapters, included in Appendix C.  
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Implementation of new charters presents several opportunities for the student chapter: it can reinforce 

ITE’s vision for chapter-to-chapter relationships, it can help refine the roles and responsibilities for 

external outreach of the chapter, and it necessitates a cooperative effort among student chapter to 

understand and implement new processes.  Our team believes these opportunities are not just for 

strengthening student chapters’ relationships with the local community, but the global community as 

well.  

As shown in Exhibit 3, both Global and non-Global students surveyed believe that having a direct 

partnership (such as a Sister Chapter) with another student chapter in a different region of the world 

would be beneficial. We reached out to at least 12 universities in the Global and non-Global districts and 

received supportive feedback on partnering with other universities. The University of Massachusetts is 

doing something similar with small colleges in their area that do not have an ITE Student Chapter.  ITE can 

build on this interest in connecting Global and Non-Global chapters. We detail a plan to establish Sister 

Chapters in Section 5 Implementation Plan for Sister Chapters of this report. 

Aspect 4: We have students and champions who are eager to get involved 

Another question on the GITEE survey enquired student members about their interest to participate in a 

Sister Chapter partnership with another student chapter, pairing Global District chapters with well-

established non-Global chapters. Out of seven (7) Global respondents, five (71 percent) answered yes. 

Out of 44 non-global respondents, support for this initiative was overwhelming with 41 (93%) answering 

yes.  

The survey also enquired student members about the benefits, if any, they expect from formal, regular 

partnership activities between Global and non-Global student chapters. Exhibit 4 summarizes the 

responses received for the likely benefits students anticipate from a “sister cities-like” partnership.  
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Exhibit 4: GITEE Survey Responses - Expected Benefits from a “Sister Cities-Like” Partnership 

 

As shown in Exhibit 4, non-global respondents allocated the most value to diversifying the perspectives 

of student members (91 percent), generating new approaches to solving transportation problems (80 

percent), and improving networking opportunities for career paths for student members (78 percent). In 

contrast, Global respondents allocated the most value to improving the technical expertise of student 

members (100 percent), improving networking opportunities for career paths for student members (89 

percent), and three other options tying for third place (78 percent each): corporately improving ITE to 

better represent the concerns and interests in transportation worldwide, increasing the value or 

attractiveness of ITE membership, and having student exchange opportunities. 

In both cases, there seems to be support for student exchange programs and improving networking 

opportunities for career paths for student members. Once again, ITE student members’ interest in 

networking is evident. 

GITEE also reached out to the ITE Transportation Education Council. ITE’s website states that the 

Transportation Education Council seeks to:  

Initiate and increase the participation of educational institutions in the Institute and the profession, 

improve the depth and breadth of services offered to educational institutions, encourage representation 

of educational institutions in leadership roles in the Institute, support the Institute in identifying education-

related early warnings or target program areas that deserve special attention or resources and provide a 

significant "voice" and expertise in the Institute's workforce/professional development activities through 

direct representation and involvement on Institute task forces, initiatives, etc.  
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We reached out to the Council’s current Chair, David Hurwitz, about the Sister Chapter partnership 

opportunities. Dr. Hurwitz noted that the Transportation Education Council is not currently doing work 

with the Global chapters but would be supportive of the GITEE initiative since it would align with the 

Council’s future strategies. Further, the Council could help connect interested chapters or “coaches” from 

ITE. The correspondence with Dr. Hurwitz is included in Appendix D.  

Our team reached out to our personal contacts both in the non-Global and Global Districts. We received 

interest to participate in a Sister Chapter program from contacts at four universities, who also identified 

a definite point of contact.  Three other universities expressed interest to participate but had not 

identified the point of contact at the time of this report. Based on the feedback we received, we 

recommend that at least one faculty member be involved in this program in addition to student contacts 

to ensure the program moves forward beyond the terms of the student chairs/officers. The contact 

information for the universities that our team reached out to is included in Appendix E.  

Aspect 5: ITE already has resources to help connect student chapters worldwide  

ITE’s eCommunity is the go-to place for transportation professionals looking to find an answer to a 

technical problem, connect with other professionals, or just to share their thoughts and experiences on 

everything transportation. Members can search the directory to find members in their location or area of 

specialty, join communities and councils that most interest them, and find events. This is a great virtual 

platform for members to connect with other members. Student chapter members looking to network or 

join a forum discussion can find it on ITE’s eCommunity page. This is an asset that can be utilized by 

student chapters to connect. The ways which ITE can support Sister Chapters by utilizing the eCommunity 

tool is further discussed in Section 5 Implementation Plan for Sister Chapters (Step 3) of this report.  

The Collegiate Traffic Bowl Program has had great success with its Jeopardy-like structure that engages 

student chapters in a fun, competitive environment that can be shared by an audience of students and 

professionals. Initiated in 2009, the ITE Collegiate Traffic Bowl is an annual competition amongst ITE 

student chapter teams using transportation planning and engineering topics for clues, questions, and 

answers. The Traffic Bowl encourages student involvement in ITE. Our team sees an opportunity to 

connect Global and non-Global student chapters in a fun, learning atmosphere. The Traffic Bowl is not just 

a friendly competition for existing members: it is an exciting event that can help market the transportation 

profession generally, and the value of ITE membership more specifically. Although the Traffic Bowl 

currently is centered on U.S. topics, there are opportunities to expand it to include Global topics.  

A few districts and sections – for instance, Northeastern District and their Sections, and Western District 

and some of their Sections – already accommodate in their annual budget for sponsoring student chapters 

at events such as the Traffic Bowl and Student Leadership Summits. With the OneITE initiative of 

rechartering student chapters, ITE is looking to better connect the student chapters with their Sections 

and Districts.  
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Aspect 6: We have a strategy to grow global membership 

As noted in the 2021-2023 Strategic Plan, ITE plans to focus on growing and broadening its membership. 

The Strategic Plan further recognizes the need to diversify the membership by reaching out to and 

engaging under-represented groups. One way of achieving this is by reaching out to Student Chapters and 

enhancing ITE’s global reach in Australia, New Zealand, and the emerging Global District student chapters. 

Throughout our survey, one message seemed consistent: the need for networking is appealing to all 

student members. For Global student members, the value seems to rest on the opportunity to create 

connections in other parts of the world that could result in greater professional and academic 

opportunities for their careers. For non-global student members, the value is on the opportunity to 

diversify the membership, become exposed to new ways of solving transportation problems, and to 

participate in student exchanges. 

One of our team members interviewed the current University of British Columbia ITE Student Chapter 

President, Benjamin Corbett, about the Sister Chapter opportunities. Mr. Corbett acknowledged that the 

sister cities-like partnership may not be attractive to all student members.  There is another challenge 

with the nature of student membership: even if partnerships are attractive to a student chapter’s existing 

leadership (executive committee), the succeeding executive committee might have different priorities. 

Thus, it is necessary for ITE to become involved in this initiative, to champion it so that student interest is 

strong enough to continue for several years.  Piloting the Sister Chapter partnership with just a handful of 

energized chapters would be an excellent way to “test the waters,” and assess what works and what could 

be improved. We detail an approach to piloting Sister Chapters in Section 5 Implementation Plan for 

Sister Chapters of this report. 

Our vision is that ITE can allocate some of its resources and branding into developing a platform where 

interested student chapters can connect with one another and form formal partnerships as Sister 

Chapters across the globe.  Sister Chapters will not just strengthen the bonds among the student members 

involved, but it will also strengthen the bonds between students and the whole body of ITE.  This will 

improve the value students realize from their memberships and will increase the likelihood student 

members will transition to long-lasting professional members upon graduation.   
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4 Operational Description: Sister Chapters 

We have already alluded to our definition for GITEE’s Sister Chapters concept:  

Sister Chapters are formal, organized partnerships between one student chapter in 

the Global District and one student chapter outside the Global District.   

But how exactly would Sister Chapters work? 

Our team is cautious against being too prescriptive with an operational description or a standard 

operating procedure for a Sister Chapters partnership.  A good part of the operational specifics should be 

tested, tweaked, and scaled based on experience through pilot implementation and feedback from 

members; this is detailed in our Implementation Steps further in the report.  Nevertheless, there are 

certain core elements of Sister Chapters we believe should remain consistent, based on the findings 

detailed in our “points” described earlier. 

The most straightforward correlation to our concept is that of Sister Cities, established by Sister Cities 

International (SCI, https://www.sistercities.org/ ).  The general idea of Sister Cities is to connect hubs of 

people, with a diversity of culture, “to promote peace through mutual respect, understand, and 

cooperation, one individual, one community at a time” (SCI mission statement). The beauty of Sister Cities, 

and Sister Chapters by its inspiration, is the emphasis on individual connections between specific groups 

of people.  ITE already has effective structures for connecting many chapters and sections, but there is 

not a structure to connect two specific chapters, one-on-one.  Each Sister Chapter partnership should 

focus on the relationship between only two Student Chapters.  This type of pairing structure, we believe, 

is the best approach for strengthening an individual student chapter that does not have a strong ITE 

support structure at the local or regional level: with those in the Global District.   

While the focus of the Sister Chapter partnerships should be on the two participating chapters, the goal 

of the Sister Chapter concept is broader.  By increasing the membership levels, attractiveness, and 

engagement of individual chapters, the number of future professional members and the overall number 

of student chapters will increase – this is grassroots marketing for ITE in the countries and regions where 

its presence is relatively small.  This again, will help fulfill ITE’s global mission and the specific goals in the 

Strategic Plan.   

It is important to note that Sister Chapters are not meant to be mentor/mentee relationships.  One 

chapter is not teaching the other.  This must be emphasized in any communication or development around 

Sister Chapters.  Sister Chapters will value each of its members equally – everyone has a different set of 

knowledge, skills, and abilities to contribute.  For example, our survey data and qualitative outreach have 

already revealed that student chapters in the Global District could use more assistance with growing 

membership and creating attractive events.  Similarly, those in non-global districts are interested in 
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providing its members better awareness of the problems and solutions being addressed in other parts of 

the world.  Where one chapter has skill, another may have a need.  Therefore, matching chapters based 

on interests, capabilities, and needs will be vital – this is a role best fit for the corporate body of ITE, not 

any individual section or district which might have a bias.   

We do expect and recommend a common menu of activities to facilitate the cooperation of Student 

Chapter pairs.  Most of these activities should be virtual/remote, but some activities are best suited for 

in-person coordination.  Virtual events may include, but are not limited to: 

• Lecture series/lunch-and-learns 

o Example: Professor “X” provides an update on connected/autonomous vehicle 

implementation  

• Virtual social events or happy hours 

o Example: Transportation trivia night 

• Virtual workshops/how-to events  

o Example: How to design a roundabout in India 

• Virtual “hackathons”: solve a specific transportation problem  

o Example: How can we move more people to active transportation in city “X”? 

These options for virtual events are meant as a starting point.  The specific format will depend on the local 

genius of student members.  One common theme among these virtual activities is that ITE already has the 

collaboration tools to help members develop these events: marketing tools and expertise; virtual 

networks (the eCommunity); webinar/web-conference systems; and the professional contacts for 

volunteers to contribute.   

The most resource-intensive portion of our concept is the idea to incorporate some form of in-person 

collaboration between Sister Chapters.  This could be thought of as a student exchange program for 

transportation-related majors at universities.  The following are values of student exchanges that are very 

difficult or infeasible to recreate virtually: 

• Full immersion in a culture, beyond an academic context 

• Real-life exposure to different transportation operations; the full user experience in another 

country 

• Deep social connections with the local chapter  

• Robust exposure to different academic curricula and resources 

We know these are exceptional values to ITE student members, but the challenge is allocating scarce 

resources to fund in-person exchanges to be most effective.  Those decisions need further investigation, 

but in our Implementation Steps we propose a format for student chapters to compete for these 

opportunities, if funded corporately by ITE.  Even if the style changes, we strongly believe some form of 

in-person student exchange is an aspect of Sister Chapters that will ensure long-term success.   
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We also believe participation in Sister Chapters should be fundamental to the roles of ITE’s Student 

Chapter leadership.  In other words, individual members, potentially chapter officers, should be motivated 

and responsible for the continued involved of the whole chapter.  The effort needs one or more 

champions in every chapter involved.  The championship of Sister Chapters needs to be formally adopted 

and implemented by each Student Chapter involved.  We propose several available options for chapters 

to formalize their involvement: 

• Provide a voting template for current members to validate the chapter’s interest 

• Requiring Student Chapters to submit an Intent of Interest form 

o This form can also help collect information on the chapter’s interests, capabilities, and 

needs; an example draft is included as Appendix F 

• Provide an instructional manual or getting started kit to new Sister Chapters 

• Develop a Sister Chapter agreement for each pair 

o Include expectations for duration of involvement, minimum activities expected, and 

coordination with ITE 

• Require Student Chapter officers to sign Sister Chapter agreements 

• Provide opportunity for a new officer role, such as an External Engagement Coordinator 

o This could be incorporated as Student Chapters look to adopt the new model charter 

Once again, these are only concepts that require further testing and feedback among students and 

members.  Importantly, these tactics to formalize involvement are not unheard of in other professional 

organizations.  In fact, most of the concepts described above are reflected in programs like Sister 

Chapters in other technical organizations.  We have included examples of these models in Appendix G; 

examples of organizations with similar programs (often called “Sister Chapters”) include the International 

City/County Management Association (ICMA), American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), and 

Entrepreneurs’ Organization (EO).  

Finally, a core piece of our operational concept is the need to measure and monitor success.  Before any 

Student Chapter partnership is finalized, key performance measures (qualitative or quantitative) should 

be defined.  While these should be developed in cooperation with the Student Chapters, ITE should have 

a core set of measures to track the successes or opportunities across all Sister Chapter partnerships.  We 

propose using performance measures that track success in a few vital areas: 

• Student satisfaction with ITE membership 

• Member retention rates after graduation 

• Awareness of ITE in the local transportation community (areas in the Global District) 

• Duration of Sister Chapter partnerships 

• Levels of networking among Sister Chapter participants 
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5 Implementation Plan for Sister Chapters 

As illustrated in our observations and findings, a structured system is needed to nurture the growth of 

Sister Chapters.  It is our recommendation that ITE allocate some of its resources and branding into 

developing a unified process platform for interested chapters to learn more, for Sister Chapters to 

connect, and for participating chapters to utilize support for collaboration.  A sustainable, reliable support 

system will create long-lasting bonds among these institutions.  Again, ITE’s investment in a Sister Chapter 

system will not only improve the value of ITE membership, but also to increase the likelihood for student 

members to transition to professional members upon graduation.   

To build a sustainable process for Sister Chapters we have drafted an implementation plan with potential 

steps for integration.  The steps we outline emphasize a phased-in approach that allows for mid-course 

corrections.  The following steps will allow ITE to gain insights with small investments, recognize early 

wins, and monitor successes and practices for scalability worldwide.  “Starting small” with Sister Chapters 

and gradually adjusting based on feedback will create a long-lasting program for ITE. 

Step 1: Recruit Sister Chapters for a pilot program  

No program should be created in its full entirety without testing out a pilot program to gauge its 

effectiveness and value to the organization. ITE should implement a pilot program to test the concepts 

of Sister Chapters on a small-scale system.  

As discussed in point 6 of the observation and findings section, some chapters have already expressed 

interest in participating.  Our team has utilized our extensive professional network – enabled primarily 

by our involvement in ITE – to discuss the Sister Chapters initiative with those who might help champion 

the effort at universities. Multiple chapters have expressed the most interest in participating in a pilot 

program. Their information is listed below: 

a. Cal Poly San Lui Obispo 

b. CalPoly Pomona 

c. The University of British Columbia 

d. Visvesvaraya National Institute of Technology 

e. Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad 

f. LanammeUCR 

Additional chapters interested in the participating in a Sister Chapter program are provided in Appendix 

E. 

The first step in building Sister Chapters is to prove the concept with student members already eager to 

engage. We recommend asking the above chapters for their formal support for a test period and outlining 

the specific ways ITE can support the Sister Chapters in collaboration and communication.  The methods 

to support the Sister Chapter are described in the subsequent steps, which can be applied for both a small, 

pilot implementation and a larger-scale rollout.   
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Step 2: Implement a marketing and involvement plan to build a Sister Chapter program 

A critical step for implementation is to market and promote the program through ITE’s existing capabilities 

and tools. ITE has established marketing approaches through its virtual tools and staff expertise, which 

leverage ITE’s respected reputation among its members and throughout the transportation industry. ITE 

should create a feasible strategy to promote the Sister Chapter program through established resources 

currently utilized through ITE. Based off the survey analysis, insights from ITE’s staff, feedback from 

leadership across ITE, and the experience of our own team members, the most effective ITE marketing 

strategies are listed below: 

1. Advertise opportunities to become a Sister Chapter at ITE events such as: 

a. Student Leadership summit 

b. ITE International Collegiate Traffic Bowl 

2. Advertise opportunities within publications 

a. Add a note within ITE’s distributed email news 

b. Promote the program through a short article within the monthly ITE Journal  

c. Host a podcast episode regarding the program 

d. Yearly email reminders to each faculty member of every student chapter to promote the 

program 

e. Send frequent emails to international students encouraging participation 

3. Regularly assess interests of student members 

a. Regularly survey student members on current interests and perception of ITE 

b. Inventory the strengths and needs (gaps) of student chapters 

c. Recommend emphasis areas of outreach based on expressed interests and needs of 

student members 

 

Step 3: Establish a subcommittee within the ITE Transportation Education Council to 

facilitate the Sister Chapter program 

Once ITE has promoted the program and gained interest, a new committee chair within the ITE 

Transportation Education Council should be assigned to help facilitate the growth of the program. As 

seen in Appendix D, the Council has already expressed their support for this program and willingness to 

help. The subcommittee should facilitate and maintain the following items throughout the program to 

create structure and ease for the maintenance of Sister Chapter partnerships: 

1. Update the Districts, Sections, and Chapters information on the ITE website yearly to help 

maintain updated contact information for each student chapter.  This will help the student 

chapters have easier access to all student members and be able to reach out whenever it is 

desired.  

2. Share an “intent of interest” form with each student chapter faculty advisor yearly to encourage 

participation. An example of this form can be found in Appendix F.  

3. Develop a roaster of interested chapters and top interests based off the “intent of interest” 

survey received. Match the interested chapters based on their interests. 
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a. See Appendix E for chapters who have responded that they would be interested.  

4. Facilitate the relationship between the two sister chapters based off the intent of interest 

survey. This should be simplified through the facility members of each student chapter since the 

student chapter may change year to year and the facility member should stay the same.  

5. Send out a welcome package at the beginning of each paired program  

a. Provide Q&A on expectations, roles, and responsibilities 

b. Facilitate kickoff meetings, meet-and-greets 

c. Provide access and instructions to a custom eCommunity page (See Step 3) 

6. Facilitate a yearly check-in form to send out to each chapter at the beginning of each academic 

year to enhance the program and help define outcomes of each Sister Chapter partnership. 

 

Step 4: Establish a new role/committee chair to facilitate the Sister Chapter program 

To help facilitate a working relationship between two chapters in different time zones, it is imperative 

that each chapter has dedicated leadership to ensure the partnership is active and endures.  Since ITE is 

already promoting a new model charter for student chapters, it is an opportune time to define a new 

chairperson role who would be responsible for the general management of Sister Chapter operations.  In 

other words, for those chapters who have expressed interest, ITE can provide a job description for a new 

leadership role in the student chapter.  Since there are not yet prescribed duties for external outreach 

and coordination, we recommend a new role on student chapter boards that is responsible not just for 

Sister Chapter duties, but overall external outreach and coordination outside the university.   

A custom eCommunity page should be established where only members of the paired chapters can access 

specific information to help build a relationship. The new role/committee chair should be assigned to 

manage the eCommunity page and set up an individual page for each paired chapter where these chapters 

can exchange knowledge among each other, with the goal to grow the number, membership, and 

engagement levels of students within each chapter. 

Some examples that could be implemented on the eCommunity page include, but are not limited to, the 

features below. These items should be discussed and decided between each paired chapter.  

i. An eCommunity “chat” page or forum 

ii. An eCommunity page for sharing resources between chapters (files, webinars, etc.) 

iii. A place to access live stream events between chapters (i.e. social events) 

iv. Links to other social media used by the chapters 

 

Step 5: Establish a student exchange competitive award program 

As mentioned in the observations and finding section of the report, the survey results indicated that 

students found networking opportunities to be a fundamental value of ITE student membership.  Strong 

networking opportunities are the key to form long-lasting professional relationships. With unanimous 

support from global members for networking it is vital to create a program for these students to be able 

to best network with their peers. Face-to-face networking is the best method to create and maintain the 
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sustainable relationships.  To facilitate the needs and wants of both ITE corporately and the student 

chapters, a student exchange competitive award program should be established. This award program will 

promote connectivity/networking for global students and help expand ITE’s global presence. This award 

program should be set up like the LeadershipITE application process where select students are chosen 

based on a competitive application process where each application is reviewed and chosen through ITE’s 

International Body of Directors (IBOD). Each year, selected students would be sponsored to travel 

internationally to meet their Sister Chapter and network with their peer students and those ITE members 

who support the local chapter.  

It is suggested that ITE set aside a budget for this award program through the legacy fund, with 

approximately $2,000 - $2,500 per selected student from each pairing to travel biennially. The rest of the 

funds should be fundraised by the paired chapters to help support the travel and cost.  

Step 6: Expand Sister Chapter Program 

If the pilot program is deemed successful and ITE wishes to pursue expanding the program, steps should 

be taken to create a system that best helps the program, and all the participants foster and evolve.  Some 

examples or suggestions are provided below: 

1. Establish a duration for the partnership and when this partnership will be reevaluated/revisited 

to continue or dissolve. Suggested timeframe would be 4-years.  

2. Determine expectations, roles, and responsibilities 

3. Set up a kickoff meeting/ meet-and-greet  

4. Discuss student exchange programs, ways to fundraise money and how much money to raise.  

5. Fill out yearly check-in forms to the ITE Transportation Education Council chair to help enhance 

the program and pairings.  

 

Once agreements are formalized, the practices and lessons can be shared with ITE internationally.  After 

conclusion of the pilot program, adjustments can be made to the structure of the program.  From there, 

a model can be distributed and marketed to the whole of ITE’s student membership.  Solicitation for 

interest and facilitated support could continue per the steps above.    
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6 Conclusion – Benefits 

Connecting students with Sister Chapters will grow ITE’s membership and increase the value to its 

members.  Our team’s research has identified approaches to forming Sister Chapters that will almost 

certainly succeed based on the interests from current members and the effectiveness of similar 

approaches within and outside of ITE.  Not only has this reported presented a vision for Sister Chapters, 

but we have defined the specific ways ITE corporately can support this effort, starting small, learning 

lessons, and scaling it to a global audience.  Our team believes in Sister Chapters.  Sister Chapters is a great 

opportunity for ITE, but it is also a great opportunity for the next generation of transportation 

professionals.  We see Sister Chapters to provide university students with the exceptional professional 

network and technical resources of ITE, and by doing so enhance ITE’s global reach.  Our team recognized 

several missed opportunities for global networking earlier in our careers, but now there is a chance for 

our organization to jump-start and foster the transportation of students worldwide.   
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Appendix A: 2021-2023 Strategic Plan 

  



2021-2023  
Strategic Plan 



The ITE International Board of Direction (IBOD) recently adopted a new Strategic Plan for 

2021-2023. Over the course of 2020, a Steering Committee, led by ITE Past President Shawn 

Leight, P.E., PTP, PTOE (F) and made up of more than 20 leaders from across ITE, worked 

diligently on the development of this new plan. An in-person meeting during the Transporta-

tion Research Board Meeting in January and seven virtual meetings were used to brainstorm, 

craft, and refine the plan. Parts of the new Strategic Plan build off the initiatives and successes of the previous 

plan for 2018-2020. There are also new goals and opportunities for growth identified in the plan. 

As with the prior plan, this document is designed to guide Board, 
Committee, and staff efforts to grow and enhance ITE member value 
over the next three years. In the coming months, ITE will use various 
channels to share the new plan with members and to highlight 
initiatives carried out in support of it. Over the life of the plan, the 
IBOD will periodically report on progress in implementing the plan 
through ITE Journal, Spotlite, and other member communications. 

In developing the new Strategic Plan, the Committee started 
by reviewing the ITE Mission, adding a Vision Statement, and 
developing new Value Statements. Taken together, these elements of 
the Strategic Plan provide a clear sense of who ITE is as an organi-
zation, what we aspire to be, and the values that guide our efforts. 

As with the existing Strategic Plan, this new plan is organized 
around three pillars—Membership, Technical Knowledge, and 
Institutional Sustainability. By maintaining the existing structure, 
the Committee reinforced its perspective that this new Strategic 
Plan should build off the successes of the current plan, and does not 
represent a change in direction or focus.

Under each pillar are a series of goal statements and strategies. 
The goal statements represent the outcomes we aspire to, and the 
strategies describe how we intend to achieve these outcomes. Using 
these two elements, the IBOD and staff will develop an annual 
action plan with specific actions to be taken during that calendar 
year. At each meeting of the IBOD, the Executive Director and CEO 
reports on progress made, and Board members discuss their efforts 
in support of the Strategic Plan. 

A description of each of the Pillars is provided below. 

Membership
Over the next three years, ITE will continue to focus on growing 
and broadening its membership. This plan recognizes the need to 
diversify the membership by reaching out to and engaging under-
represented groups. ITE Student Chapters are a strength and will 
be a clear part of this effort. We want to continue to enhance our 
global reach building off of our growing presence in Australia and 
New Zealand and our emerging international student chapters. 

We will continue to strengthen our new Employer Councils as the 
focal point for organizational engagement in ITE. Throughout all of 
these efforts we recognize the impacts of COVID-19 on ITE and our 
members and will respond appropriately.

Technical Knowledge 
We recognize that our members look to ITE for technical resources 
and tools, continuous learning, and professional development. ITE 
will remain at the forefront of practice and seek to influence the 
direction of our industry. We will also respond to emerging trends, 
connecting members to the ideas, people, and resources we all need 
to be successful. We will continue to elevate the role of our Councils 
and Committees, seeking to broaden participation from within and 
outside of North America, engaging educators and students, and 
supporting and recognizing those that take on leadership roles. 

Institutional Sustainability
Now that we have completed significant institutional change through 
the ONE ITE initiative, we recognize the need to “be ONE ITE.” 
Significant effort will be devoted to continuing to strengthen ties 
among all elements of ITE. We want to make ITE’s voice heard on 
important technical issues and on matters of transportation policy at 
all levels of government. We see opportunities to do so individually 
and in partnership with others. We recognize the financial impacts 
of COVID-19, and will take the necessary steps to ensure that our 
financial position remains strong. As with the other two pillars, we 
see opportunities to expand and enhance our global presence.

This new Strategic Plan is just that—a plan. It will not become 
a reality without the hard work and support of ITE members at 
all levels: International, District, Section, Chapter, and Student 
Chapter. It will take leadership, initiative, nimbleness, a willingness 
to challenge the status quo, collaboration and compromise, and an 
unwavering commitment to our values. Over the last three years, 
we have demonstrated the ability to do all of these things. Following 
this new Strategic Plan with the same level of commitment will 
bring us to even greater success in the future. 
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Excellence

Community

Making a 
Difference

Diversity and 
Inclusion

We are recognized technical leaders in our profession 
and bring innovation to our work.

We promote collaboration within our 
professional and local communities.

We create positive outcomes in 
our society and our world.

We embrace a diverse membership that reflects the 
broad demographics of cultures, skills, disciplines, and 
experiences of the global communities we serve.
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2021-2023 ITE Strategic Plan

Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To provide the global community of transportation professionals with the knowledge, 
practices, skills, and connections to serve the needs of their communities and help 
shape the future of the profession and transportation in the societal context.

“To be the transportation organization of choice.”



GOAL 1  To be the preferred choice for members from all disciplines and at all stages of their careers.
• Develop creative and innovative ways to recruit and retain members, particularly during global events such as COVID-19.
• Diversify the membership of student chapters.
• Retain students as they transition to young professionals by increasing engagement and leadership opportunities for young professionals.
• Clearly define the value of ITE from the member perspective to differentiate ITE from other associations.
• Encourage and support underrepresented groups in the profession and in ITE.
• Develop the foundation for successfully recruiting and engaging planners in membership.

GOAL 2  To have a clearly-defined recruitment and retention strategy for the Global District.
• Focus on the membership needs of the ITE Australia and New Zealand (ITE-ANZ) Section.
• Support the existing international Student Chapters.
• Identify opportunities to expand global Student Chapter success into a professional presence.
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professional and local communities.

We create positive outcomes in 
our society and our world.

We embrace a diverse membership that reflects the 
broad demographics of cultures, skills, disciplines, and 
experiences of the global communities we serve.

Membership

GOAL 3  To have strong ties to Employer Organizations through the Councils. 
• Elevate the profile, membership, and Council leadership of the Public Agency Council.
• Grow the Industry Council and support the advancement of emerging solutions.
• Build a restructured Consultants Council and Council leadership.
• Encourage collaboration and development of initiatives amongst Councils.
• Use the Councils as sounding boards to understand the impacts of global issues such as COVID-19 on our industry, members, and ITE.
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GOAL 1  To be a leader in the industry in core and emerging practices.
• Continue to invest in ITE’s core products and services.
• Promote a collaborative culture where members are free to explore a wide range of transportation concepts and ideas  

for the betterment of society and our communities. 
• Deliver value-added information on best practices and experiences related to emerging trends and practices. 
• Support transportation educators on college-level courses.
• Ensure that ITE’s technical products and services address the full breadth of member needs and interests. 

GOAL 2  To be a community of technical and thought leaders who influence the industry.
• Make Council volunteer opportunities more inclusive and professional development opportunities more relevant  

for transportation professionals outside North America. 
• Develop a formal process for identifying, orienting, and supporting effective Council and Committee leaders.
• Increase the esteem of the technically-oriented ITE Awards.
• Ensure professional development opportunities are offered in a variety of methods and made available to the broadest  

cross section of the membership, and maximize agility in delivering the program.
• Create opportunities to demonstrate thought leadership by students.
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professional and local communities.

We create positive outcomes in 
our society and our world.

We embrace a diverse membership that reflects the 
broad demographics of cultures, skills, disciplines, and 
experiences of the global communities we serve.

Technical Knowledge  
GOAL STATEMENT



GOAL 1  To Be ONE ITE – strengthened by our strong Student Chapters, Chapters, Sections, and Districts.
• Ensure the success of new, reorganized, and existing Districts.
• Build strong Sections (transferrable across the organization).
• Establish a leadership on-boarding and development program.
• Ensure that the ITE Diversity and Inclusion policy and ONE ITE are institutionalized in the organization.

GOAL 2  To have partnerships that enhance our value.
• Identify and maintain strategic partnerships that support ITE initiatives and policies.
• Strengthen partnerships with educational institutions through the Education Council.
• Collaborate with strategic partners to advance ITE’s policy and legislative priorities.

GOAL 3  To be a leading voice in the development and implementation of transportation and knowledge.
• Encourage technical products that reflect all users and a duty of care mindset by professionals to save lives and create healthy communities. 
• Develop strong ITE policies or positions on strategic focus areas to inform national, state/provincial, and local policymaking. 
• Accelerate and advance ITE member interests by influencing national policymaking.
• Increase engagement by Districts and Sections on local policy issues.

GOAL 4  To provide sound financial stewardship that protects the experience of our members.
• Continue to protect, monitor and strengthen the financial health and resiliency of ITE at the international level, particularly in responding  

to global events such as COVID-19.
• Establish long-term support for key programs such as LeadershipITE and the Diversity Scholars Program.
• Provide guidance to Districts and Sections regarding reserves, non-profit financial management, and responsible spending on member programs.

GOAL 5  To have an expanding global presence.
• Create a Global District Board of Directors and Committee structure.
• Develop technical programs and products that are relevant to the needs of the Global District membership and enhance the global interest  

in the ITE Council structure.
• Encourage, develop, and maintain relationships with global professional transportation societies having objectives and missions aligned with ITE.
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Technical 
Excellence
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Making a 
Difference

Diversity and 
Inclusion

We are recognized technical leaders in our profession 
and bring innovation to our work.

We promote collaboration within our 
professional and local communities.

We create positive outcomes in 
our society and our world.

We embrace a diverse membership that reflects the 
broad demographics of cultures, skills, disciplines, and 
experiences of the global communities we serve.

Institutional Sustainability 
GOAL STATEMENT
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Appendix B:   Survey Results   
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GITEE Group - Global District Student Chapter Membership Survey

1 / 11

77.78% 7

22.22% 2

Q1 Did you know that ITE offers free membership to full time students?
Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 9

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes

No
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Yes

No
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55.56% 5

11.11% 1

33.33% 3

Q2 Would your university community be interested in starting or expanding
your student chapter?

Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 9
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Yes
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Not sure



GITEE Group - Global District Student Chapter Membership Survey
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100.00% 9

88.89% 8

88.89% 8

66.67% 6

66.67% 6

11.11% 1

Q3 What ITE events, products or services are most valuable to you as a
student member? (select all that apply)

Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 9  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Special focus among all the above mentioned categories should be on the newer, upcoming
and "fancier" areas of transportation such as ITS, CAVs etc. as this is something that attracts
young professionals and undergraduate students whose participation in student chapters has
shown a constant decline. This is something that needs to be addressed on priority.

5/10/2022 4:49 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Access to the
transportati...

Access to
professional...

eCommunity
membership...

Special events
– social...

Access or
discounts to...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Access to the transportation professional network (connect with other members)

Access to professional learning resources (study guides, webinars, etc.)

eCommunity membership (social networking)

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-learn, etc.

Access or discounts to transportation technical references

Other (please describe)
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88.89% 8

55.56% 5

55.56% 5

44.44% 4

88.89% 8

11.11% 1

Q4 Which of these ITE activities would best increase student member
engagement in the Global District?

Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 9  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Inter university competitions are a good way to publicize and reach out to students from all
around the world. This would not only create a sense of achievement among the
participants/winners but also help to get the organization in the limelight.

5/10/2022 4:49 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Sponsor events
(by Sections...

Provide
virtual...

Provide travel
funding for...

Assign a
non-student ...

Facilitate
meetings wit...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on knowledge exchange among student chapters

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms, online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration sites, etc.)

Provide travel funding for some student members to do exchanges with partnering chapters

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships with Global District chapters

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities (students or professors) who do not yet have a student chapter

Other (please describe)
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55.56% 5

11.11% 1

11.11% 1

22.22% 2

Q5 If you are a member of a student chapter, would your chapter be
interested in a “sister-cities”-like partnership with another student chapter

outside of the Global District?
Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 9
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100.00% 9

66.67% 6

66.67% 6

77.78% 7

77.78% 7

88.89% 8

77.78% 7

33.33% 3

Q6 What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal, regular
partnership activities between Global and non-Global (primarily U.S.,

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand) student chapters? (select all that
apply)

Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 9  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Yes 5/30/2022 8:28 AM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Improve the
technical...

Diversify the
perspectives...

Generate new
approaches t...

Corporately
improve ITE ...

Increase the
value or...

Improve
networking...

Student
exchange...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Improve the technical expertise of student members

Diversify the perspectives of student members

Generate new approaches to solving transportation problems

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the concerns and interests in transportation worldwide

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for student members

Student exchange opportunities

Other (please describe)
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2 Good 5/28/2022 9:39 AM

3 This would allow the students involved to get exposed to global issues in transportation which
their curriculum or research may not necessarily provide. This would also allow for the involved
student chapters to get feedback on how they could operate and interact with student chapters
whose modus operandi may be entirely different from theirs.

5/10/2022 4:49 PM
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77.78% 7

66.67% 6

77.78% 7

55.56% 5

66.67% 6

66.67% 6

55.56% 5

77.78% 7

0.00% 0

Q7 What knowledge or experiences do you think your student chapter
would like to learn about or share with other student chapters? Select all

that apply:
Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 9  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

How to sustain
a student...

How to
collaborate...

How to foster
professional...

How to
communicate ...

How to enhance
governance a...

How to best
utilize ITE’...

How to adapt
transportati...

How to pursue
a...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success and keep members engaged

How to collaborate with professional organizations outside ITE

How to foster professional development of student members

How to communicate the value of ITE membership

How to enhance governance and administration of the student chapter

How to best utilize ITE’s resources

How to adapt transportation resources for a local context (specific country or region)

How to pursue a transportation professional or academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.

Other (please describe)
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# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

 There are no responses.  
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77.78% 7

11.11% 1

11.11% 1

Q8 Do you believe your student membership has increased the likelihood
that you will continue membership in ITE after graduating?

Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 9
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66.67% 6

0.00% 0

33.33% 3

Q9 Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to continue a
direct partnership with another student chapter even after chapter

leadership changes?
Answered: 9 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 9
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GITEE Group - US & Canadian District Student Chapter Membership Survey
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Professional networking, social gatherings

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

#1#1
COMPLETECOMPLETE

Collector:Collector:   Web Link 1 Web Link 1 (Web Link)(Web Link)
Started:Started:   Monday, May 09, 2022 2:32:51 PMMonday, May 09, 2022 2:32:51 PM
Last Modified:Last Modified:   Monday, May 09, 2022 2:34:24 PMMonday, May 09, 2022 2:34:24 PM
Time Spent:Time Spent:   00:01:3200:01:32
IP Address:IP Address:   72.33.2.7572.33.2.75

Page 1
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

General Meetings

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Don’t know

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to best utilize ITE’s resources
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Traffic Bowl Event

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Monthly General body meetings

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Social events

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Respondent skipped this question
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references
,

Other (please describe):

Traffic Bowl

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Traffic Bowl
Social Networking

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No
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Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

No

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Meetings with transportation professionals

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

Other (please describe):

I’m not sure because our chapter is very new
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Other (please describe):

Lots of international students studying transportation and

wanting to get their feet into the industry find a lot of barriers
to entry when trying to advance their professional careers or

find employment. If some resources and mentorship can be
provided specifically to international students and workforce

working in the US or Canada that would be very helpful.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Guest professional speeches, career related events

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities,

Other (please describe):

Useful opportunities for collaboration between chapters on

transportation research or cohosting events. Improved
understanding of transportation industry from a global

context. Benefit from expertise in mass transit particularly
from Europe and Japan.

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Student conferences

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Respondent skipped this question

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Presentations from Engineering Firms that are looking for interns or graduates to recruit.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

No

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
,

Other (please describe):

The global sister partner would help with student
engagement at both non-global and global chapters.

Engagement is the challenge right now, students aren't
seeing the benefits or opportunities.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Attendance at conferences, service events

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Guest speakers (especially from the industry)

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

No

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Don’t know

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Conference attendance, service events

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

In-person speaker meetings with food, general meetings with food, highway clean-up volunteer event held jointly with ASCE student 
chapter

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Other (please describe):

The most value I get is hosting and attending events at the
student chapter level.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Industry Night - networking

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Guest speaker events with provided food.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking)

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Transportation experts sharing their experiences towards various discipline of transportation engineering like running a transportation 

operation, its management and transportation technologies.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Our trips. When we travel somewhere, even to somewhere like a local food bank, we get much more engagement. The hands on 

learning experience really attracts people, even though it requires a larger commitment on all parties.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Paid for meals at sit down restaurants

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Projects where companies request our help with research opportunities and community engagement

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Guest speakers

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Social events with local professional engineers from the area. Also, travelling to conferences in other places where we get to see 

transportation engineering outside of our hometown (Bozeman).

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Professional and career-related

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking)

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

N/A student chapter is not active rn

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

No

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

No

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

No

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Events with fun. Additionally, all of the students can fully participate as a member of the chapter but at the same time, the event 
provides opportunities for individuals to learn about other students with the same interest or experience.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities,

Other (please describe):

Get the chance to know the transportation infrastructure in

other countries better

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Don’t know

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Low – few participate in chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

Respondent skipped this question
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Women in Transportation Panel Discussion, Company info sessions, leadership/career talk

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Other (please describe):

I think it be great to get discounted travel for students to

actually visit other transportation systems internationally-
almost like a "study abroad" but for maybe a week or two,

via ITE.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Resume reviews,  field trips,  office visits

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Transportation professional speakers

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

No

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No
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Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Social events and software trainings

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

General Meetings with speakers from different agencies, Technical Workshops, Conferences.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms,
online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration
sites, etc.)
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities
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Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking)

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Presentations on transportation topics

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes
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Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the
most participation?

Respondent skipped this question

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes
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Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to best utilize ITE’s resources
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access or discounts to transportation technical
references

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Field trip to local transportation operations center

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

No

Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

No
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Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Don’t know

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others
are not

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Events and guest speakers

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Student exchange opportunities

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes

Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter
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Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to adapt transportation resources for a local
context (specific country or region)
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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Q1

What ITE events, products or services are most valuable
to you as a student member? (select all that apply)

Access to the transportation professional network
(connect with other members)
,

Access to professional learning resources (study
guides, webinars, etc.)
,

eCommunity membership (social networking),

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-
learn, etc.
,

Other (please describe):

Opportunities to travel domestically or abroad and learn
more about transportation practices.

Q2

When considering the activities of your specific student
chapter, what best describes the level of engagement of
the student members?

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Q3

Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most participation?

Technical field trips and seminars.

Q4

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from
having a direct partnership (in the style of “sister cities”)
with another student chapter in the Global District?

Yes
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Q5

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal,
regular partnership activities between Global and non-
Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand) student chapters? (select all that apply)

Improve the technical expertise of student members,

Diversify the perspectives of student members,

Generate new approaches to solving transportation
problems
,

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the
concerns and interests in transportation worldwide
,

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership,

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for
student members
,

Student exchange opportunities,

Other (please describe):

More reasons to travel.

Q6

Would you, personally, like to be involved in the
development of student chapters in the Global District? 

Yes

Q7

Do you believe your student membership has increased
the likelihood that you will continue membership in ITE
after graduating?

Yes

Q8

Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to
continue a direct partnership with another student chapter
even after chapter leadership changes?

Yes
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Q9

How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student
chapters to collaborate with the global community –
especially other chapters in the Global District? (select all
that apply)

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on
knowledge exchange among student chapters
,

Provide travel funding for some student members to
participate in a student exchange with partnering
chapters
,

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships
with Global District chapters
,

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities
(students or professors) who do not yet have a student
chapter

Q10

What knowledge or experiences do you think your student
chapter could share with a student chapter in the Global
District? (select all that apply)

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success
and keep members engaged
,

How to collaborate with professional organizations
outside ITE
,

How to foster professional development of student
members
,

How to communicate the value of ITE membership,

How to enhance governance and administration of the
student chapter
,

How to pursue a transportation professional or
academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.
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84.44% 38

55.56% 25

37.78% 17

86.67% 39

40.00% 18

11.11% 5

Q1 What ITE events, products or services are most valuable to you as a
student member? (select all that apply)

Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 45  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 Opportunities to travel domestically or abroad and learn more about transportation practices. 6/2/2022 12:48 PM

2 I think it be great to get discounted travel for students to actually visit other transportation
systems internationally- almost like a "study abroad" but for maybe a week or two, via ITE.

5/27/2022 2:53 PM

3 The most value I get is hosting and attending events at the student chapter level. 5/18/2022 10:12 PM

4 Lots of international students studying transportation and wanting to get their feet into the
industry find a lot of barriers to entry when trying to advance their professional careers or find
employment. If some resources and mentorship can be provided specifically to international
students and workforce working in the US or Canada that would be very helpful.

5/9/2022 4:05 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Access to the
transportati...

Access to
professional...

eCommunity
membership...

Special events
– social...

Access or
discounts to...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Access to the transportation professional network (connect with other members)

Access to professional learning resources (study guides, webinars, etc.)

eCommunity membership (social networking)

Special events – social events, lectures, lunch-and-learn, etc.

Access or discounts to transportation technical references

Other (please describe)
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5 Traffic Bowl 5/9/2022 3:25 PM
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13.64% 6

59.09% 26

27.27% 12

Q2 When considering the activities of your specific student chapter, what
best describes the level of engagement of the student members?

Answered: 44 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 44

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

High – most
participate ...

Medium – some
chapter...

Low – few
participate ...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

High – most participate in most chapter activities

Medium – some chapter activities are popular, others are not

Low – few participate in chapter activities
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Q3 Which activities bring your specific student chapter the most
participation?

Answered: 34 Skipped: 11

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Technical field trips and seminars. 6/2/2022 12:48 PM

2 Events and guest speakers 5/31/2022 10:10 AM

3 Field trip to local transportation operations center 5/31/2022 9:17 AM

4 Presentations on transportation topics 5/29/2022 5:24 PM

5 General Meetings with speakers from different agencies, Technical Workshops, Conferences. 5/28/2022 1:09 AM

6 Social events and software trainings 5/27/2022 7:24 PM

7 Transportation professional speakers 5/27/2022 2:57 PM

8 Resume reviews, field trips, office visits 5/27/2022 2:53 PM

9 Women in Transportation Panel Discussion, Company info sessions, leadership/career talk 5/27/2022 2:47 PM

10 Events with fun. Additionally, all of the students can fully participate as a member of the
chapter but at the same time, the event provides opportunities for individuals to learn about
other students with the same interest or experience.

5/27/2022 2:37 PM

11 N/A student chapter is not active rn 5/27/2022 2:25 PM

12 Professional and career-related 5/27/2022 2:24 PM

13 Social events with local professional engineers from the area. Also, travelling to conferences in
other places where we get to see transportation engineering outside of our hometown
(Bozeman).

5/26/2022 12:59 AM

14 Guest speakers 5/25/2022 12:51 PM

15 Projects where companies request our help with research opportunities and community
engagement

5/23/2022 2:34 PM

16 Paid for meals at sit down restaurants 5/23/2022 7:03 AM

17 Our trips. When we travel somewhere, even to somewhere like a local food bank, we get much
more engagement. The hands on learning experience really attracts people, even though it
requires a larger commitment on all parties.

5/21/2022 2:11 PM

18 Transportation experts sharing their experiences towards various discipline of transportation
engineering like running a transportation operation, its management and transportation
technologies.

5/19/2022 7:04 PM

19 Guest speaker events with provided food. 5/19/2022 3:59 PM

20 Industry Night - networking 5/18/2022 10:12 PM

21 In-person speaker meetings with food, general meetings with food, highway clean-up volunteer
event held jointly with ASCE student chapter

5/13/2022 4:35 PM

22 Conference attendance, service events 5/13/2022 2:00 PM

23 Guest speakers (especially from the industry) 5/11/2022 2:41 PM

24 Attendance at conferences, service events 5/11/2022 2:18 PM

25 Presentations from Engineering Firms that are looking for interns or graduates to recruit. 5/10/2022 11:26 AM

26 Student conferences 5/9/2022 5:35 PM
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27 Guest professional speeches, career related events 5/9/2022 4:05 PM

28 Meetings with transportation professionals 5/9/2022 3:45 PM

29 Traffic Bowl Social Networking 5/9/2022 3:25 PM

30 Social events 5/9/2022 2:40 PM

31 Monthly General body meetings 5/9/2022 2:40 PM

32 Traffic Bowl Event 5/9/2022 2:36 PM

33 General Meetings 5/9/2022 2:36 PM

34 Professional networking, social gatherings 5/9/2022 2:34 PM
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93.18% 41

6.82% 3

Q4 Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from having a direct
partnership (in the style of “sister cities”) with another student chapter in

the Global District?
Answered: 44 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 44
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48.89% 22

91.11% 41

80.00% 36

57.78% 26

55.56% 25

77.78% 35

64.44% 29

6.67% 3

Q5 What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal, regular
partnership activities between Global and non-Global (primarily U.S.,

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand) student chapters? (select all that
apply)

Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 45  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 More reasons to travel. 6/2/2022 12:48 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Improve the
technical...

Diversify the
perspectives...

Generate new
approaches t...

Corporately
improve ITE ...

Increase the
value or...

Improve
networking...

Student
exchange...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Improve the technical expertise of student members

Diversify the perspectives of student members

Generate new approaches to solving transportation problems

Corporately improve ITE to better represent the concerns and interests in transportation worldwide

Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership

Improve networking opportunities for career paths for student members

Student exchange opportunities

Other (please describe)
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2 Get the chance to know the transportation infrastructure in other countries better 5/27/2022 2:37 PM

3 Useful opportunities for collaboration between chapters on transportation research or cohosting
events. Improved understanding of transportation industry from a global context. Benefit from
expertise in mass transit particularly from Europe and Japan.

5/9/2022 4:05 PM
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57.78% 26

42.22% 19

Q6 Would you, personally, like to be involved in the development of
student chapters in the Global District? 

Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 45
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86.67% 39

6.67% 3

6.67% 3

Q7 Do you believe your student membership has increased the likelihood
that you will continue membership in ITE after graduating?

Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 45
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57.78% 26

4.44% 2

37.78% 17

Q8 Do you believe your student chapter would be willing to continue a
direct partnership with another student chapter even after chapter

leadership changes?
Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 45
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77.78% 35

40.00% 18

86.67% 39

55.56% 25

75.56% 34

0.00% 0

Q9 How can ITE make it easier for non-Global student chapters to
collaborate with the global community – especially other chapters in the

Global District? (select all that apply)
Answered: 45 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 45  

# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

 There are no responses.  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Sponsor events
(by Sections...

Provide
virtual...

Provide travel
funding for...

Assign a
non-student ...

Facilitate
meetings wit...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Sponsor events (by Sections or Districts) focused on knowledge exchange among student chapters

Provide virtual collaboration resources (web rooms, online forums, SharePoint/Teams/project collaboration sites, etc.)

Provide travel funding for some student members to participate in a student exchange with partnering chapters

Assign a non-student ITE mentor to foster relationships with Global District chapters

Facilitate meetings with colleges or universities (students or professors) who do not yet have a student chapter

Other (please describe)
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43.18% 19

54.55% 24

50.00% 22

38.64% 17

27.27% 12

34.09% 15

34.09% 15

68.18% 30

4.55% 2

Q10 What knowledge or experiences do you think your student chapter
could share with a student chapter in the Global District? (select all that

apply)
Answered: 44 Skipped: 1

Total Respondents: 44  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

How to sustain
a student...

How to
collaborate...

How to foster
professional...

How to
communicate ...

How to enhance
governance a...

How to best
utilize ITE’...

How to adapt
transportati...

How to pursue
a...

Other (please
describe)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

How to sustain a student chapter for long-term success and keep members engaged

How to collaborate with professional organizations outside ITE

How to foster professional development of student members

How to communicate the value of ITE membership

How to enhance governance and administration of the student chapter

How to best utilize ITE’s resources

How to adapt transportation resources for a local context (specific country or region)

How to pursue a transportation professional or academic opportunity at your school, city, or region.

Other (please describe)
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# OTHER (PLEASE DESCRIBE) DATE

1 The global sister partner would help with student engagement at both non-global and global
chapters. Engagement is the challenge right now, students aren't seeing the benefits or
opportunities.

5/10/2022 11:26 AM

2 I’m not sure because our chapter is very new 5/9/2022 3:45 PM
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{School Name} ITE Student Chapter Charter 
 

ARTICLE I – PREAMBLE 

Section 1.1 – As authorized by the Constitution of the Institute of Transportation Engineers, Inc., 

hereinafter referred to as ITE, the {insert name of District} District Board, hereinafter referred to as the 

District, as recorded in the minutes of its meeting on {insert date}, grants this Charter for the {School 

Name} Student Chapter of ITE, hereinafter referred to as the Student Chapter. 

Section 1.2 – The Charter shall be effective beginning {insert date} and shall remain in effect, including any 

amendments, until rescinded by the District. 

Section 1.3 – This Charter shall, on the date it becomes effective, supersede any previous charter or 

constitution of a Student Chapter enrolling members from the designated area and shall annul any Bylaws 

of such a Student Chapter which may conflict with it. 

ARTICLE II – LOCATION AND PURPOSE 

Section 2.1 – The location designated as that of this Student Chapter shall be {School Name}. 

Section 2.2 – The purpose of this Student Chapter shall be to promote the advancement of transportation 

by fostering the close association of students with the transportation profession and ITE. 

ARTICLE III – MEMBERSHIP 

Section 3.1 — Any student enrolled at the {School Name} shall be eligible for membership in the Student 

Chapter and may become a member of the Student Chapter upon filing an appropriate application with 

ITE and the student chapter. 

Section 3.2 — Any Student Chapter Member in good standing shall be entitled to all the privileges of the 

Student Chapter including the right to vote for Student Chapter officers. 
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ARTICLE IV – GOVERNMENT 

Section 4.1 — The elected officers of the Student Chapter shall (at a minimum) be President, Vice 

President, and Secretary-Treasurer.  Officers shall be elected for no more than one academic year and 

shall be members of ITE. 

Section 4.2 — The Executive Committee shall consist of the elected officers identified in Section 4.1, and 

the Student Chapter’s Faculty Advisor.  In addition, the Student Chapter Professional Liaison may serve as 

an “ex-officio, non-voting” member of the Executive Committee. 

Section 4.3 — Should any elective office become vacant before the expiration of its term the remaining 

officers may choose to temporarily assign the respective duties of the vacant position among the 

remaining elected officers or host an election. 

Section 4.4 — A Student Chapter Faculty Advisor shall be appointed annually by the University and with 

the concurrence of the President of the District.  The Student Chapter Faculty Advisor shall be a member 

of ITE. 

Section 4.5 —In addition to the elected officers and Student Chapter Faculty Advisor, it is recommended 

that a Student Chapter Professional Liaison(s) be appointed by the Section President for the purpose of 

coordination between Section activities and each Student Chapter. 

ARTICLE V – RELATION OF STUDENT CHAPTER TO DISTRICT AND ITE 

Section 5.1 — The Student Chapter shall not speak for the District or ITE unless authorized in the particular 
matter by the District Board or the International Board of Direction (IBOD). 
 
Section 5.2 — Student Chapters are encouraged to develop relationships with other not-for-profit 
associations at the same level in which the Student Chapter operates in the development of meetings and 
educational programs for ITE members. The Student Chapter shall not enter into any formal partnerships 
or agreements, with either national or international organizations, without consent from the ITE 
International Executive Director. 
 
Section 5.3 — Names and addresses of all elected officers of the Student Chapter and the dates on which 
the terms of each begins and expires shall be reported in writing to the Section, District and to ITE 
Headquarters within 30 days after election. 
 
Section 5.4 — The Student Chapter shall submit a written annual report to the District each year.  The 
report shall include a summary of the Student Chapter's activities for the previous (insert calendar or 
academic) year. 
 
Section 5.5 — The Section, District and ITE will not be responsible for debts contracted by the Student 
Chapter.  No dues will be required to be paid by the Student Chapter to ITE or the Section or District. 
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ARTICLE VI – AMENDMENT OF CHARTER 

Section 6.1 — The Student Chapter will be notified in writing by the District of any proposed amendment 
to or withdrawal of this Charter so that the Student Chapter may have an opportunity for a hearing before 
the District concerning the proposed amendment or withdrawal. The amendment, with or without 
change, shall be submitted by the District to the IBOD for approval and shall become effective on the date 
determined by the District. 
 
Section 6.2 – The Student Chapter may petition the District to amend this Charter or rescind withdrawal 
action.  The District shall meet and act on the petition within six (6) months of its receipt. If the petition 
is approved, the District shall then petition the International Board of Direction for approval of the 
proposed amendment. The IBOD shall act on this petition in the same manner as provided for amending 
the District Charter. Amendments to the Student Chapter Charter initiated by petition from the Student 
Chapter shall become effective upon approval by the International Board of Direction. 

ARTICLE VII – ITE NAME AND LOGO USAGE 

Section 7.1 - The Student Chapter may use the name Institute of Transportation Engineers, abbreviated 
to either ITE or ITE – a Community of Transportation Professionals, as a part of their student chapter 
name.  The Student Chapter is encouraged to incorporate the ITE logo into their student chapter logo 
and should follow the “Logo Usage Guidelines” that are available at www.ite.org.  

ARTICLE VIII – COMPLIANCE WITH ITE AND UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 

Section 8.1 – The Student Chapter and the Student Chapter membership shall operate in accordance 
with all ITE Policy and Procedures including the ITE Canon of Ethics and ITE Diversity and Inclusion Policy 
as well as any (insert university) student and organization policies. 

 

Approved by the Board of the {insert District} of the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 

 

________________________________________________           __________________    
District President Signature      Date 
ITE (insert District name) District President 

http://www.ite.org/
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Education Council  
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Christina Richter

From: JoeH <joecriticalgap@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, June 8, 2022 3:54 AM

To: Fede; Christina Richter; sowmya.chandrasekhar@kimley-horn.com; Renna, Nicholas 

(FHWA)

Cc: Hallisey, Joseph

Subject: Fwd: LeadershipITE Project / Connecting Global and Non-Global Universities

EXTERNAL EMAIL – USE CAUTION  

Hello everyone, 

Although he's away, David got right back to me. 

This is good news. What is our next step with David? 

Thanks 

 

Joe 

 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 

From: Hurwitz, David <David.Hurwitz@oregonstate.edu> 

Date: Wed, Jun 8, 2022 at 1:37 AM 

Subject: Re: LeadershipITE Project / Connecting Global and Non-Global Universities 

To: JoeH <joecriticalgap@gmail.com> 

 

Joe,  

  

Sounds like a great project.  

  

•      Is the Transportation Education Council doing any work to grow Global District chapters? 

• no 

•      Does our project concept align with any of the Council’s existing or future strategies? 

• We are supportive, but didn’t have any active plans in this space.  

•      Can the Council help connect interested chapters, or “coaches” from ITE?  

• Yes.  

  

Thanks, 

-DH- 
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David S. Hurwitz, Ph.D., F.ITE (he/him) 

Professor / School of Civil and Constuction Engineering 

Director / Kiewit Center for Infrastructure and Transportation Research 

Director / Driving and Bicycling Simulator Laboratory 

Oregon State University 

  

  

  

  

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: JoeH <joecriticalgap@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 8, 2022 2:00:24 AM 

To: Hurwitz, David <David.Hurwitz@oregonstate.edu> 

Subject: LeadershipITE Project / Connecting Global and Non-Global Universities  

  

[This email originated from outside of OSU. Use caution with links and attachments.] 

Hello David,  

I'm Joe Hallisey, a member of the 2022 LeadershipITE class.  

We are working on a project to bring together student chapters from overseas with U.S., Canadian, Australia and New 

Zealand chapters. Below is a description of the project: 

  

Our project, the Global ITE eCommunity Exchange (GITEE), is exploring the concept of student chapter partnerships – 

pairing student chapters in non-Global Districts with those in the Global District (primarily outside U.S., Canada, 

Australia, and New Zealand).  The talents of transportation professional students worldwide is great, but ITE 

membership in many places across the world is very low, and the respective student chapters in these areas do not have 

the same opportunities of those in non-Global Districts (like Mid-Colonial, Southern, etc.).  We are proposing a “sister 

cities”-like formal partnership between Global and non-Global student chapters.  While our team is still vetting the 

specific details of such a partnership, the initial concept consists of the following elements: 

• Virtual communications tools provided by ITE to support student chapter partnership 

• Specific events for Global and non-Global chapters to network and collaborate, 

• Strategic initiatives to increase ITE attractiveness and value to the Global District   
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We would like to know: 

•      Is the Transportation Education Council doing any work to grow Global District chapters? 

•      Does our project concept align with any of the Council’s existing or future strategies? 

•      Can the Council help connect interested chapters, or “coaches” from ITE?  

 

 

Thank you for your help, 

Joe Hallisey 
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Appendix E: Contact Information – Student Chapters 

  



Country ITE Section/District University Position Name Email Notes

California State University, 

Long Beach
Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Dr. Emelinda Parentela Emelinda.Parentela@csulb.edu No response.

California State University, 

Los Angeles
Student Chapter Faculty Advisor No Chapter or Faculty Advisor N/A No response.

Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Wen Cheng wcheng@cpp.edu -

Student Chapter President Edgar Ennis eaennis@cpp.edu

Confirmed interest to particpate in Sister Chapter 

program; requested to be in touch with incoming 

president - Jasper Hendra

Incoming Student Chapter President Jasper Hendra jchendra@cpp.edu -

University of California, 

Irvine
Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Wenlong Jin wjin@uci.edu

Confirmed participation in the survey, but no response 

on Sister Chapter program.

UCLA Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Jiaqi Ma jiaqima@g.ucla.edu No response.

California State University, 

Fullerton
Student Chapter Faculty Advisor David Naish dnaish@fullerton.edu

Confirmed interest to particpate in Sister Chapter 

program.
University of Southern 

California/MARAD
Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Eric Shen shen.eric@gmail.com No response.

Central Coast 

Section/Western 

District

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Paul Valadao pvaladao@calpoly.edu

Expressed interest in the Sister Chapter program; 

would discuss with Student Chapter Faculty advisor 

(Anurag Pande); waiting for response.

Student Chapter Faculty Advisor Professor Mike Knodler mknodler@umass.edu

Confirmed interest to particpate in Sister Chapter 

program; indicated they had done a similar model for 

big and small shcools regionally.
Student Chapter President Tamara Lord tlord@umass.edu -

PhD Candidate & member Francis Tainter ftainter@umass.edu -

Canada
Greater Vancouver 

Section

University of British 

Columbia
Student Chapter President Benjamin Corbett president@ubcite.org

Confirmed interest to particpate in Sister Chapter 

program.

Costa 

Rica
Global District University of Costa Rica Professor Stephan Rodriguez Shum stephan.rodriguez@ucr.ac.cr

Confirmed interest to particpate in Sister Chapter 

program; ; expressed interest in exploring these 

opportunities on behalf of Costa Rican students, even 

though there is no formal Costa Rican ITE Student 

Chapter.
Visvesvaraya National 

Institute of Technology 

(VNIT)

Head of Civil Engineering Department Dr. Yashwant B Katpatal ybkatpatal@rediffmail.com
Very supportive of Sister Chapter program; passed on 

information to professors in transportation.

Professor Suriya Prakash suriyap@iith.ac.in

Indicated that students are quite active and would be 

interested. Connected to Dr. Digvijay who is in 

transportation; waiting for response.
Professor Suvin P V pv.suvin@ce.iith.ac.in -

Professor Dr. Digvijay Pawar dspawar@iith.ac.in -

Last Updated: July 11, 2022

Legend

Definite Participation

Still working to decide

Didn't want to Participate

California Polytechnic State 

University, PomonaSouthern California 

Section/Western 

District

India

Northeastern 

District

U.S.

University of 

Massachusetts Amherst

Global District

IIT Hyderabad
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Appendix F: ITE Sister Chapter Program Intent of Interest 

Form 

  



ITE Sister Chapter Program Intent of Interest 

 
Background:  
ITE is exploring the concept of student chapter partnerships – pairing student chapters in non-Global 
Districts with those in the Global District (primarily outside U.S., Canada, Australia, and New 
Zealand).  The talents of transportation professional students worldwide are great, but ITE membership 
in many places across the world is very low, and the respective student chapters in these areas do not 
have the same opportunities as those in non-Global Districts (like Mid-Colonial, Southern, etc.).  We are 
proposing a “sister cities”-like formal partnership between Global and non-Global student chapters with 
some of the following elements: 

• Virtual communications tools provided by ITE to support student chapter partnership  
• Specific events for Global and non-Global chapters to network and collaborate,  
• Strategic initiatives to increase ITE attractiveness and value to the Global District    

This questionnaire to help us assess if your chapter may be interested in a sister chapter partnership 
with another student chapter in a different region.  
 

Do you believe your student chapter would benefit from having a direct partnership (in the style 
of “sister cities”) with another student chapter in the Global District?  
☐Yes  

☐No  
  

What benefits, if any, would you expect from formal, regular partnership activities between 
Global and non-Global (primarily U.S., Canada, Australia, and New Zealand) student chapters? 
(select all that apply)  
☐Improve the technical expertise of student members  

☐Diversify the perspectives of student members  

☐Generate new approaches to solving transportation problems  

☐Corporately improve ITE to better represent the concerns and interests in transportation worldwide   

☐Increase the value or attractiveness of ITE membership  

☐Improve networking opportunities for career paths for student members  

☐Student exchange opportunities  

☐ Other (please describe) __________________________________________________________  
  
  

Would you, personally, be interested in supporting the development a relationship with another 
student chapter within another region?    
☐Yes  

☐No  
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Appendix G: Sister Chapter Program Examples 
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